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See what happens to different desert animals over the course of a day and night, discussing different aspects
of the animals anatomy and behaviour, e.g. sleeping, eating, hunting and moving.

But the red fox is. A fennec foxs large ears help it stay cool and detect prey.Photograph by Catherine Downie
Dreamstime. Fennec foxes ears can be half as long as their body. zerda is 357407 mm with a tail length of

178305 mm.

Fennec Fox

To help stay cool during the heat of the day in the desert the Fennec Fox will burrow in the sand. Fennec
foxes are sometimes called desert foxes because they live in desert zones of North Africa and the Sinai and
Arabian peninsulas. In addition to it being a distinctive feature the ears of the Fennec Fox work to dissipate
heat for this desert dweller. Most distinctive are their very large ears that radiate body to help keep them cool.

All our fennec foxes are spayed and nurture. Note The default Pet Fennec Fox doesnt have a . If you are
thinking about getting new exotic but adorable pet Fennec fox should be the one to consider. It is the smallest
of the canines but has the largest ears in proportion to its body size. Fennec foxes are great pets. Fennec foxes
Vulpes zerda are the smallest members of Order Carnivora. It lives in the Sahara in northern Africa and the

northern part of Saudi Arabia. They have a scent gland located on the. Canids Mammals. The animals owners
had the fox as a pet but couldnt take care of her any longer. The smallest of all canids fennec foxes sport
extraordinarily large ears that help them hunt at night.. Fennec foxes lack musk glands found in other fox

species but have glands on their tail tips that produce. The fennec is.
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